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Generál, řekl, udělil Velitel skupiny speciálních sil plukovník Brent

Lindeman poté, co obdržel tip od zpravodajského zdroje, který tvrdil,

že má GPS souřadnice do kolosální klonovací laboratoře poblíž

Stantonu v Missouri. Podle zdrojů to byl čtvrtý takový tip, o kterém

generál Berger slyšel v roce 2022, přičemž všechny pocházely od

nezávislých, nespřízněných osob, které pracují nebo pracovaly ve

zpravodajské komunitě. Generál Berger odmítl dřívější tipy jako

nesmysl, protože neobsahovaly souřadnice a protože většina

zpravodajských agentů, ať už v důchodu, nebo ne, je spojena s Deep

State. Cítil, že vyšetřování nepodložených tipů by bylo plýtváním

lidské síly a zdrojů a možnou pastí. Generál navíc jen těžko věřil, že

taková technologie existuje; když se tu a tam objevily zvěsti o

klonech, považoval je za sci-fi,

Nejnovější tip, řekl náš zdroj, pocházel od muže, kterému generál

kdysi věřil.

"V tuto chvíli generál Berger tomu příběhu stále nevěřil, ale myslel si,

že tam venku může být něco, na co by se chtěl podívat." Bez

souřadnic by řekl, zapomeň na to. V Ozarks je 7 000 jeskyní a on by

určitě nepoužil naše omezené prostředky, aby je všechny prohledal. A

pokud to byla past, chtěl chytit pasti,“ řekl náš zdroj.

V neděli večer generál Berger a plukovník Lindemen diskutovali o

tom, zda vyslat do Missouri skromný průzkumný oddíl nebo

početnou pátrací a ničitelskou jednotku, pro případ, že by vojáci našli

v jeskyních něco nepřirozeného. Po krátkém dohadování se rozhodli

pro dvě 12členná oddělení Alpha, z nichž jedno zřídilo mobilní

velitelské centrum, druhé mělo najít údajný cíl, spolu s vhodnou

palebnou silou a demolicemi.

"Tipér se nezmínil, jestli je místo hlídané," řekl náš zdroj.

Mise zahájili v úterý brzy ráno. Dva UH-60 vybavené palivovými

nádržemi s dlouhým dosahem a pilotované piloty 160.  pluku

pro speciální operace – Nightstalkers – přepravily speciální jednotky

5

leteckého
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z Fort Campbell v Kentucky do vzdáleného lomu jihozápadně od

státního parku Miramiguoa, který je domovem rozlehlé oblasti

Missouri. labyrint vápencových jeskyní.

Když bylo velitelské stanoviště zřízeno a obsazeno, jeden oddíl vyrazil

pěšky, procházel skalnatým terénem a příležitostně používal brýle

pro noční vidění, aby rozšířil své vlastní pečlivě vybroušené noční

vidění. Tiše manévrovali mezi skalnatými výběžky a zastavili se do

500 metrů od souřadnic GPS. Neviděli žádnou opozici ani vstup do

jeskyně, jen vyvýšenou vápencovou římsu podepřenou skalními

sloupy. Pod římsou však jeden operátor speciálních sil slyšel něco, co

považoval za „bručení“ vycházející ze skalní stěny. Když se dotkl části

zdi, jeho ruka jí projela, jako by tam nebyla, a to proto, že nebyla.

Holografická projekce skrývala otvor dostatečně velký, aby se do něj

vešlo SUV. Zamčený a naložený oddíl prošel projekcí a zjistil, že stojí

v tunelu, který klesal o 100' dolů k zemi. Tunel byl vyvrtán hladce,

jako po laseru. Jeden operátor by to později nazval leštěným

kamenem. Našli zdroj hologramu: čtvercové zařízení o velikosti a

tvaru starého diaprojektoru Kodak visící u stropu s čočkou

namířenou do jeskyně. Dírou, kterou někdo vyvrtal do stropu, vedl

jediný drát.

Tunel ústil do mohutné jeskyně, která byla také hladce vyvrtána, ale

podlaha byla kovová, která dokonale odpovídala rozměrům jeskyně,

jako by někdo nalil roztavenou ocel. Za bankami operačních

počítačových terminálů bylo 36 dozrávacích komor, 7' vysokých

válcových trubic naplněných průsvitnou kapalinou. Suspendované v

kapalině byly to, co lze popsat pouze jako klony významných

osobností Deep State v různých fázích vývoje. Ke každé zkumavce

byly připevněny nálepky se jménem subjektu, datem vzniku a datem

zrání.

Dvanáct z 36 zkumavek obsahovalo klony. Byli nehybně zavěšeni a

jak dýchali, když byli ponořeni v kapalině, není známo. Jedna byla

kopií toho, jak Hillary Clintonová vypadala v polovině třicítky.
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Dalším byl předpubertální Chuck Schumer. Třetí držel dvacetiletého

Gavina Newsoma. A čtvrtý držel plně vyzrálou repliku Josepha

Bidena. Byla tam i guvernérka Michiganu Gretchen Whitmer a dva

klony Dr. Anthonyho Fauciho.

Speciální jednotky zaznamenaly, že celá podlaha pod jejich nohama

hučela a vibrovala. Protože neviděli žádný viditelný zdroj energie,

předpokládali, že cokoliv pohánělo bezbožné zařízení, bylo podzemní

a způsobovalo oscilaci podlahy.

Oddělení, řekl náš zdroj, na chvíli oněmělo, když se ocitlo v situaci,

která přesahovala známou realitu. Kdokoli navrhl laboratoř, zvládl

neřešitelný problém: jak urychlit cyklus přirozeného biologického

růstu.

Velitel oddělení, kapitán, nařídil komunikačnímu seržantovi, aby

vysílačkou vyslal na velitelské stanoviště muže s dostatkem výbušnin,

aby se jeskyně zřítila. Nejprve vzal důkazy, včetně holografického

projektoru a tří notebooků. Jednotka vybavila jeskyni C4, vytvarovala

kusy tvárné munice na části stěny a stropu, stejně jako vnější

kamenné pilíře, které podpíraly římsu nad vchodem do jeskyně.

Rozbili a vystřelili plexisklové válce a klony se sesunuly na podlahu,

nyní obklopené loužemi viskózní kapaliny.

„Bereme Fauciho a Bidena, na víc už nemáme místo, zbytek nech.

Získejte také vzorky kapaliny,“ řekl údajně velitel odřadu svým

mužům.

Vyšli z jeskyně a ustoupili do bezpečné vzdálenosti, pak jeskyni na

dálku vyhodili. Zhroutila se sama do sebe, vchod byl utěsněn

gigantickými kusy rozbité skály. Oddíly rozebraly velitelské centrum,

nastoupily do vrtulníků a zamířily zpět do Ft. Campbell právě ve

chvíli, kdy nad obzorem vykouklo ranní slunce.
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"Tento nález samozřejmě mění věci," řekl náš zdroj. "Teď už Deep

State musí vědět, co se stalo." I když to odporné místo nebylo

nepřetržitě obsazené, někdo klony kontroloval. Speciální jednotky

viděly stopy v oblasti. Stále nevíme, co to místo napájelo, nebo jestli

ten zdroj energie stále běží. Naší největší starostí je, kolik takových

laboratoří má Deep State? Celé toto utrpení poslalo generála Bergera

do smyčky. Sci-fi se stala vědeckou realitou.“

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuju. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 55 475 krát, 2 540 návštěv dnes)

Due to persistent spammers and trolls who are clever at evading

bans, we are left with no choice but to install a proxy/VPN blocker. I

didn’t want to do this because I know people, including myself, have

legit reasons to use them. However, it’s the only feasible solution to

keep the spammers and trollers out. I understand this may cause an

inconvienence for some, and for that I apologize. I’ll probably have it

added in the next few days.

I wish all of you a Merry Christmas, and thank you for your support.

Despite the madness, I keep in my heart the immutable fact that God

is good. If the Rapture happened today, I wouldn’t be disappointed.
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Last edited 11 hours ago by Michael Baxter

merry christmas to you too and happy new year..and it will be as

soon as all these luntics are no more …

Please don’t ban me as a spammer or troll because I’m not.I just

disagree with the sausage grinding speed these people are operating

at while talking about trying to avoid a national effusion of

blood.After all,what would you call fifty years of sanctioned murder

invoked by SCOTUS in “so ordering” it? That’s a sixty million murder

victim effusion of blood- and you just know that’s far from all the

incalculable damage they’ve deliberately done.These people

should’ve been neutralized decades ago.They chose to become

subhuman.Now they have to leave the earth so we might yet survive.

Hopefully they will be able to distinguish the spammers … and just

because the trumpers calls some trolls don’t mean they are.

The Light Forces reported taking out a huge deep state pit under DC

in early December that was shaped in a spider like formation which

roughly followed the subway system …They have managed to clear

the vast majority of the pit, including the cloning facilities for

politicians, MILAB facilities under the Pentagon, the “Clinton

morgue” and the “Hillary’s shapeshifter chamber”. Don’t even ask me

about that … they didn’t clarify … the rabbit hole is extremely deep. I

can’t believe Berger didn’t know about this. It’s about time they stop

this.

#1 Who or what are the Light Forces? #2 Do youu think Milley was

aware of this?I understand shape-shifting. It’s Demonic. Elizabeth II

was a shape-shifter, Lizard per something Putin said many years ago.

I think it relates to the Illuminati in some way. I first heard about

this maybe 30 years ago, then read about it in an autobiography

written by an M.D. I believe it can and does happen.
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The Light Force is the Galactic Federation a group of the good ET’s

working to liberate the planet from evil ET’s that have been in

control of this planet for over 26,000 years. The bad ET’s control the

deep state. Milley may be aware since he is part of the deep state.

If you want more information do a search for Cobra The Portal …

then you will have to play catch up.

The light forces are the Galactic Federation that are helping taking

down the black hats, or Niburians from the planet Nibiru and they

are not the lizards either. Nibirians or Anunnaki’s are here on earth

to mine resource metals that they need on their planet, which is

mineral deficient, so they allied themselves with other nefarious bad

guys and formed NATO and the deep state to setup and infiltrate

countries with puppet state actors as leaders and then mine the

minerals. The little people have been told that Nato is to protect

them against godless commies and the 99%’ers ate that up with a

ladel. Now it’s time to rid these parasitic goons from earth, after

1800 years of wars and terror. Their is allot of spaceship sightings

imbedded in clouds and flooding out many dumbs that these shit

heads have their labs in and the show rolls on….

I also am very shocked that Berger had trouble believing in Cloning

and Cloning Labs when so many came saying the same thing. WOW

what a shock

It’s not like any of us had proof on hand either. We just think it

stands to reason because of movies, and disclosure and people saying

so. I could ask a lot like how long they live and what is animating

them? I’ve seen spaceships and had Christian’s bark at me, those is

all demons and they have the power to look like a spaceship.

What’s missing is Gen Berger said if clones were real someone would

have told him by now. Well I guess that’s exactly why circumstances

put him so close to Trump.
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Are clones demons? Clones are I heard not knowing they are clones,

and I heard they can be animated from remote places and just heard

lot’s of things I can’t put to a test.

Cloning was probably one of the reasons God had to destroy

everything in a flood. The Bible tells us the only warning about the

end times is “as in the days of Noah”. We are at that point now.

Which makes me wonder just how much the white hats are in control

if they don’t have knowledge of this.

Who said the white hats don’t have knowledge of clones? If their

mission is to find their laboratories and destroy them, it would make

sense to pretend to know nothing about their existence, thus not

alerting the enemy.

Military minds do not favor hearsay, rumors or non-verified reports.

We rely on verifiable intelligence that can be actioned on or

surveiled. Also military commmanders are all different. One might

be an expert in space theater operations and another an expert on

special forces operations. That’s why they have large staffs to round

out the information coming at them. Add in most humans never

think, much less believe, that they can clone an adult human in

weeks. We all thought it was a sheep that took months to be born a

lamb.

SADHGURU teaches to embrace the things we do not know.

You’re making an assumption that Berger was semi clueless (when

that’s what was said and told).?.

Merry Christmas Michael to you and your family. I love your work

and check your site at a minimum 2x a day! I appreciate all that you

do!

Thank you ,Michael for championing our protection from these bad

actors on your site!!! Merry Christmas and may God protect you and

your family,friends and support staff and bless you with great
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financial prosperity!

Loraine Thompson

This is totally Understandable. For You have gone thru a lot, it’s Not

Over !

 
Your best is yet to come.

 
Blessing’s be Upon You Michael.

Good Work People, You are ALL B L E S S E D ~

SMOKE RINGS ARE BEING SENT TO TEXAS DIRECTLY TO THE

CONDOMINIUM SPECIAL DELIVERY BE THE INFAMOUS ZEE …

SFP’ESQ

BAX1 AOK @ LARGE WAD OF INFO

Normally, I like to joke around as much as possible. I don’t let

unidentified obstacles in my way or cloud wherever being I am at

that nano second. At one time Zee did open up and divulge ample

information about herself. Shills and Trolls don’t. Her ranking list is

only important to someone with an ego. OWD pretty much knows his

place in this Universe ( you are the universe ) … Nobody can disturb

my Quailia.

P1

BAX1 has something’s the other journalists do not posses.

BAX1 cannot be bought.

 
Consistency.

 
Fair Minded.

 
Authentic.

 
Rigorous.

 
Very thick skinned.

He also knows who his base is. ( yes ). Absolutely….

P2
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Every release brings us closer to freedom. Keep up the good work

and Merry Christmas to you, too.

We will be taken to the very brink..that’s the plan.. I keep thinking

we’ve reach this brink. Alas. lt seems still far away. When / where is

the damn BRINK ?????

Merry Christmas to you and yours Michael. Stay safe, and thanks for

all of our precious information.

This article really tore my today, sir. Merry Christmas to your home,

sir.

Merry Christmas ,to you an yours . Hopefully, the rapture gets us out

of this sick world ,an real soon . I’m tired an have lost a lot in the past

few years. But, I gain a lot with my faith in Our, Lord an Savior Jesus

Christ. The true gift for every season. To everyone who now finds

they have no one in life ! Always remember we still have more than

others if we keep Jesus Christ as center of Our Life’s . ( John 3:16)

After all ,we’re all brothers an sisters through Jesus Christ! Love

everyone an wish everyone the Best Christmas ever .

If you implement VPN blockers, this will be my last post. I’ll still

come her to read though.

If you block VPN’s, this is my last post. I will not turn the VPN off for

any reason as there are to many eyes watching; Traitors collecting

data. However, I will continue to read the articles and comments.

Last edited 8 hours ago by ShadowGhost

Your comment, Michael has changed my perspective a tad; although

I love all judge none, your words “the immutable fact that God is

good – if the rapture happened today, I wouldn’t be disappointed,”

separates you from the crowd, one who strives to do his best to

deliver truth as humanly possible.
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Amen … thank you, and a Merry Christmas also, with blessings,

favor, and angelic protection over you, your family, and all you are

doing here – thank you, Jesus!

I listen regularly to the man known as SGAnon, and not long ago, he

gave you an endorsement. He said he could confirm that most, 80%,

I think, of your information as true. He did not say the rest was not

true, just that he had not confirmed it. That’s good enough for me.

I’m not sure I could confirm that 80% of what I say is true. I do my

best to cross-check and confirm my tales, but sometimes, I believe it

but cannot provide firm confirmation. Anyway, I appreciate what you

provide, and I think this story of the cloning lab confirms the fact

that it is, indeed, possible to clone humans.

Never forget the #1 rule of government acquisitions.

If you’re going to build one, why not build 2, or 3 cloning operations?

This isn’t for spammers, it’s a form of censorship. I asked several

pointed questions a month or 2 ago and now I can’t post unless I use

a VPN. You’re a liar.

You ARE A BAD BOY..

 
Because of your behavior.. You will have to be PUNISHED

 
GO sit in the corner

Remember Musical Chairs

it apply’s to life.

left standing in the cold rain.

we don’t need no stinkin badges

 
we gonna let the mf burn.

Merry Xmas my brother. you have ended this year with a grade of

A++. Great reporting sir,

Good question.. anyone out there can shed some light?
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Or will it open up some sort of door of tracking down who all of us

are?

Merry Christmas to you too Michael Baxter and thank you for the

information you provide us with. We can not depend on the

corrupted news media to give us any news.

Where does the corrupted news media plan on functioning in the

future? They all probably know clones quite well, in Hollywood, etc.

Some people can find a movie star I guess and go to their location

and find clones, like Brittany Spears or whoever they can find.

It must be way different if someone kills a clone compared to killing a

real person with a spirit. That is if you could even get near one and

nobody is watching it remotely that can affect the scene. This is so

heavily talked about and in the media, movies, and on google images

there must be people out there that won’t come forward to explain,

and intelligence out there that has this thought through it all.

The non humans. Non Persons. No spirit at home in the body. Where

are the people that know this stuff and what can be done?

Grace be unto you and Peace, from God our Father and from our

Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ! Yes, God is good! And His mercy

endureth forever. I pray that He strengthens you and gives you the

ability to rest in His arms. Blessings be upon you AND YOUR

FAMILY.

God’s blessing on you & all this information. Thank you so much.

Have a Merry Christmas with your family & God Bless our military

for all the challenges they face.

 
God bless President Trump and the USA. Thanks again, Michael.

All the very best for 2023 Michael to your family and you and I hope

you all have a very Merry Christmas. One more thing…thanks for

everything because, without you, we would never know the truth.
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All the very best for 2023 Michael to your family and you and I hope

you all have a very Merry Christmas. One more thing…thanks for

everything because, without you, we would never know the truth.

HEY MIKE HOW WILL THAT AFFEST US READING THE

STORIES? I HAVE A VPN ON MY PHONE & MY COMPUTER?

Rapture is false doctrine. Don’t fall for a Christian lie.

John 17:15, KJV: I pray not that thou shouldest take them out of the

world, but that thou shouldest keep them from the evil one.

Michael thank you for everything. Your info is heavy and gives hope.

The Rapture will happen very soon in the near future and we have to

prepare to be found worthy to meet the Lord in the air –

 
1 Thessalonians 4:17.

 
Merry Christmas to you and your family.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Lorenz Manner

Maybe this is the correct moment to initiate this correction? I don’t

know? It seems to me the SWEAT-HOGS did their part to get

everyone to this exact moment of good-riddance? Again’ I don’t

know?

In Telemarketing Investments “nobody gets rich alone.” Here’s my

Champagne Glass held high for the Win!

Doesn’t anyone remember the large hubbub over “Dolly” the sheep;

supposedly the first animal clone? That was decades ago, and it has

been allowed to disappear from our consciousness since then.

Knowing the feverish pitch that technology moves on, this ghastly

process shouldn’t really surprise any of us.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Jimbeau

I do remember “Dolly” the sheep… they were so proud back then at

what they had accomplished, then poof it all disappeared. If I’m

recalling correctly, that Dolly didn’t last that long!
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Last edited 12 hours ago by BATHTYM

That reminds me of Mag-Lev trains, another technology that made it

to the public consciousness as an up-and-coming tech for us; and

then whisked away, allegedly for secret underground transportation

for deep stators.

Maglev wasn’t “whisked away.” There are currently operating lines in

Japan, South Korea and China.

While I wasn’t aware of the maglev lines you’ve mentioned, (thanks!)

I am aware that we don’t have it here in America (above-ground for

us “little people”).

Ian: The reason we don’t have high speed rail, including maglev, in

the US, is political. It is not a conspiracy.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Bill Kaulfield

I remember Elon Musk had a contract in California to build a Mag-

Lev Train running from LA to San Francisco and I do believe this was

under construction but the project was stopped , something about

cost, somewhere over 1 BILLION DOLLARS and some people,

politicians or something like that , balked at the cost. The project , it

was said could get people/passengers to LA to SF in 30 minutes. It

seems to me at that speed and time saved and the number of people

that make that trip every day or week, the I BILLION price tag would

be well worth the cost. The CRIMINALS in the US CONGRESS and

the PEDO, joe Biden regime have spent nearly 100 BILLION on

these FUCKING Ukrainian NAZI , marxist communist jews, and are

no doubt have BILLIONS kicked back to them as ILL-GOTTEN

GAINES. These lowlife ,degenerate jew licking marxist communist

public servants must be taken out, but the White Hats just are NOT

up to the task , and DJT being another pathetic jew licker just keeps

telling PATRIOTS to watch the FUCKING SHOW,and this is

EXCEPTIONALLY DISRESPECTFUL , knowing how DJT gives the

zionist satanist marxist communist jews and ISRAEL what ever they
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want. I do know that so many here CANNOT accept the reality that

DJT is a deceiver , but this is what REALITY has delivered and

people need to wake up and demand answers to DJTs actions and

not his words. I voted for DJT 3 times, once in the primary and in

two general elections , but I cannot see supporting this man with

BLIND faith, BLIND trust when I see what has happened thus far,

and there is plenty of actions and lack of actions that merit serious

question , really accountability. The list is LONG. Enough said, fire

away, I can take the HITS.

It was hidden from the general USA public to only be for the DS

elites in certain underground tunnels…..to allow travel abroad via

underground under the oceans. I think it was 30 mins to go from

London to DC or NYC

Zee: It’s not “hidden” from the American public. It’s just not

politically feasible to build one in this country.

There are a number of books , 4 I do believe written by Richard

Sauder PhD, about underground tunnels, D.U.M.B., extremely high-

speed Meg -Lev type transportation systems, spanning the continent

going coast to coast , and from continent to continent traveling

beneath the seas and oceans. This man has researched these realities

EXTENSIVELY. His books are GREAT READS , very interesting to

say the least. He had to leave the US, due to threats and he has

suffered, being attacked but surviving. One of his books, ”

Underwater and Underground Bases : Surprising Facts the

Government Does Not Want You to Know “, Is just one of these

books. If you have questions , if you have doubts, I would suggest you

start reading some of this mans work. Lots of information, lots of

details. Take Care and MERRY CHRISTMAS

But the ML’s here go up to 1800 mph that are located 3-5 K feet

underground and travel to military, DC and oceanic bases. They

secret military dug them using a fusion TBM that burns and melts it’s
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way at 7 miles per day and Los Alamos Nat’l lab owns the patents.

They got this technology from the deal that they made from ET’s

from the Greata Treaty in 1954.

Quite a bit of this technology has been from just previous to us

advanced civilizations, notably Tartarians. We ‘inherited’ this

technology, & reverse engineered it, & the deep state kept it hidden &

suppressed. Many people even question orphan trains, & incubator

babies, & the constant theme of babies arriving via cabbages & roses,

which is seen in thousands of turn of the previous century postcards.

I do not believe we built these thousands of miles of tunnels either,

nor the Mag-Lev trains which transport one to Europe in minutes.

In the mid/later 1800s onwards into 1900s they were trafficking in

poor children. For the Work houses, Pedos / Prositution, Blood?

 
See: Human Trafficking in the 19th & 20th centuries – Brandeis

University

Dolly didn’t last long because the DNA used from any animal or

human is ‘aged’ by the fact that DNA starts deteriorating shortly after

birth. Unless the DNA is pulled and stored when the subject is

prepubescent, the clone starts out so imperfect that it is only usable

for a short time before it ‘expires’. A clone may look like a 40 year old

person X, but it’s DNA is much ‘older’, depending on how old the

subject was, at the time of harvesting.

 
Back when Glenn Beck had his 5pm FNC show, an obvious clone

swooned & fainted right in front of the camera.

 
What an incredibly wicked power structure currently exists on

today’s earth.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Jimbeau

That was 13 years ago..the news was VERY revealing about all

investments being cancerous by the Professor who FAINTED from

stress or something else–not a clone,
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Well clones only last a certain amount of time too like 1 to 2 years

and than they are dead or stop working and have to go back in for

tune ups….

I have seen recently a crossed with human dna and it was ugly! We

live in horrific Satanic times!

Lord have mercy!

Where do you think all of the old egyptian hybrids came from? This

is ET technology. Started in Dulce, NM this time around.

Adrenochrome comes to mind when you talk about Dulce NM.

Mantis type ETs, joint human/ET operations, very heinous shit and

ALL TOO REAL.

..and He most surely will, if we humble ourselves and repent. Those

who choose not to are still making a choice~ albeit a really, really bad

one.

I do remember “Dolly” the sheep… they were so proud back then at

what they had accomplished, then poof it all disappeared. If I’m

recalling correctly, that Dolly didn’t last that long!

FACT, not FICTION: The UNIVERSE, is fully engaged in this

LIBERATION. MILITARY PERSONEL, listen the FUCK UP!!!!!

“Aliens” have ALWAYS BEEN HERE!!! Technologies that do not rely

upon the SACRIFICING OF LIFE, as currently “taught”. THINK!!!!!

If the “bad guys” posses “machine “tech””, what does NATURE

BRING TO BARE??? Hmmmm??? The life-form with control of said

“tech”, is going to be held accountable, in a very SPECIAL COURT!!

An open air, “let them hang themselves” COURT, PURGATORY!!!

The “in between” “Middle Earth” or in some circles, MIDGARD.

Things the FUTURE DID NOT KNOW, the “omega” symbol, is

actually called Aegis, or in HIGH GOTHIC, ALPHA. Mirror image

literally means think the friggin opposite, or at least Q-uestion,

everything You THOUGHT YOU KNEW!! Look up DINOSAURS,
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Teradons, are Teradons, and do actually evolve into ARCTURIANS.

“ELV’s” are VULCANS, Aldari, and Eldar. It’s not “myth”!!! Count

Dracula, is a modern day, “Caucasian” JARHEAD, Jagarti Khan!!!

Reincarnation is FACT!!! Some LIFE-FORMS, do not utilize

WOMBS, to RE-INCARNATE!!!! Not EVERY LIFE FORM IS THE

SAME!!! DAH!!!! Wi ALL HAVE THE SAME RIGHT TO NATURAL

BORN LIFE!!! Without “manmade” trials and tribulations!!!!

Criminals creating markets to sell stolen ELEMENTS!!! WAR, is

FOUGHT UPON MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS, what do

mortals/mugols actually KNOW ABOUT WAR?? Hmm, smart ass

civilians???? What type of WAR do YOU wage??? $$$$ won’t WIN

WAR at my level, ORION’s level. I AM the HUNTER!!

The stories are fun here for sure. I liked this one better than the

Nancy one. The comments are as fun as the site sometimes.

 
I know there is way more out there than I could imagine, and that is

why I would love for the corruption to stop and the truth to come

out.

 
I would love for there to be bases and crazy stuff on the moon , and

or Aliens to be living here. The ability to visit another planet before I

die would be fun for sure.

 
As of now with no actual proof, it is all fantasy but fun to read.

There are probably some aliens here, but not in the millions. They

would either need a ton of ships to transport them here or have

grown them over billions of years. And if they are here, wouldn’t they

be so advanced that their space vehicles designs would change over

the years. How come the design style of space vehicles seemed to

have stalled over the years. In other words, a stealth bomber still

looks like a stealth bomber. The rocket ships still look like the rocket

ships from the 60’s. Why haven’t the designs advanced.

We have to look up from our phones, lol. Seriously. They are up

there. As to the design maybe they think if it ain’t broke don’t fix it.

The design would appear to be successful it you have ever seen them

maneuver. Who knows? I can only conjecture on that one. However
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the ships fly over here all the time and they are awesome and some

are beautiful. And some, like the triangular craft are apparently dark

craft. Thankfully I have never encountered one of those.

As for the stupid archaic rockets, you are right about that. We

possess better tech than that and we just don’t ever get to see it….

Wormholes , portals etc. This is beyond the comprehension of most

folks, because remember , if they have not seen it for themselves, it

can’t exist.

20% of the world’s population are Galactics from other worlds and

90% of them look like white people. They usually are from 6 to 7 feet

tall. The women are very pretty, slim figure and have 15% larger eyes

and the men are of the same physical features and both have radiant

blue eyes. None of the galactics are overweight, either, because the

eat a balanced diet and they usually live to 90 years here and go back

to their star system. Earth has a lot of water and the inhabitants live

on the surface, where most inhabitants of other planets live inside.

All planets are hollow and not solid, like our 1% masters want us to

believe. Earth’s crust is 800 miles thick and then it is hollow and

many civilizations live there in peace and harmony. There is no wars

and they don’t use money either and the inhabitants live up to 400

years…complete utopia…!

I’m not a fan of demonic things like aliens . But, do I believe what the

Bible says about Satan is the ruler of the air . An obviously ,he has

limited powers to try an imitate Our ,Heavenly Father ! But, one

thing is for certain Jesus Christ has every key Satan had for Death,

Hell, an the Grave . Plus, everything Adam lost after sinning in the

garden . An we have all that authority through Jesus Christ in his

name over it all . If we only truly believe that an kept God’s Ten

Commandments. Kinda, simple , but we are our worst enemies with

Our words spoken an not spoken. We also need to hold our thoughts
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captive from thinking wrong thoughts an sinning. Unfortunately, we

choose to listen to Satan from others in the world. An not from God’s

word ( The Bible) . Which makes life harder for us .

I often wonder if we was to have child like faith like the word says !

What would be impossible for us in Jesus Christ name ? I guess we

would need more faith to find out . Or just the size of only a mustard

seed ,then who knows. But, as we all know faith comes by hearing an

hearing from the word of God . ( Read, believe an trust God in

everything.)

If anyone wants to know Satans next moves just look an listen to his

followers. Through their tv, movie shows, radio, advertising, news

papers, an local an world laws ! They aren’t hiding the facts that if it’s

evil an against god word . Then that’s what they want for us . When

in reality Satan hates all gods creations mainly us . Satan as we all

know is the author of lies an deception! An anyone following Satan is

ignorant to believe he cares for them or anything from God’s

creations. With that said is it possible we might see a alien claiming

to be Jesus Christ an instead is the Antichrist! Most definitely just

look at the movies they are preparing us for that . My guess it’s

coming soon .Either take the mark or die from the guilletine . Or

,starve in a prison camp like the J6 without a trial . Good thing for

the one world government that they had their laws on the stone in

Georgia destroyed. Because the mockery one world government 10

commandments was starting to wake their own people up . That

Satan wants them gone too ! God help us, because Satan won’t. It’s

way past time for everyone to wake up to reality. We are in revelation

last days an times almost up to get things right before the real Jesus

Christ to rapture us out of here . ( John 3:16, Lord’s Prayer, God’s

Ten Commandments, Revelation all important things to read ,

meditate, pray about!) Free choice believe or not. Heaven or Hell .

Think about it all . Question an Research everything! Think wisely

eternity is forever somewhere !)Forgive ,Forget , an ask for

forgiveness through Jesus Christ on all your sins . Then go an sin no
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more if possible. Always pray an asked for help not to sin .Kinda

simple , don’t make it complicated. Jesus is the reason for every

season. Merry Christmas an a Happy New Year!

Yeah ok then. I’ll give Spock a ring in that one. Oh is that why the

Moon is hollow and on some nights you can see a light someone

forgot to shut off?

Last edited 6 hours ago by Dave

Lots of stuff there Joseph, so much in one paragraph for the average

person to digest , but I catch your drift. These realities are way

beyond the comprehension of say 99+ percent of the population, you

think? You might try breaking down a few things, give folks a chance

to research, come up to speed so – to -speak. So many have been

denied TRUTHS, information , actual history and you know why.

Just some thoughts Joseph. Take Care and MERRY CHRISTMAS

Hey Tonto,

Get the Straight Jacket and the Haldol. We gotta strap this guy down

quickly before he interferes with the gravitational pull of the earth.

Q #749 included: “Deeper we go, the more unrealistic it all

becomes.”

I’m ready. This world we’ve lived in has been fantasy enough. Ready

for reality.

DR. MENGELE SUCCESSFULLY CLONED RABBITS IN 1938.

 
KNOWLEDGE HITLER GLEEMED FROM THE BOOK OF THE

DAD. THAT WAS THE CATALYST FOR HIS LEBENS BORN

PROGRAM. WHEN THEY SAID HE WAS INTERESTED IN BACK

ENGINEERING THE ARYAN RACE THEY MEANT (BULG/ARIAN)

IT WAS THE SITE OF THE ANCIENT THACIANS (KHAAZARIA)

(KENITES=ACTUAL BIODESCENDANTS OF LUCIFER THROUGH

(CAIN/KAYIN/CHIUN) THE BIBLE SAYS THEY WERE GREAT

ARTIFICERS OF METAL. THE GREEKS WERE EXTREMELY
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IMPRESSED WITH THEIR WEAPONS OF WAR, AND THEIR

CHARIOTS AND WORKINGS OF GOLD, SILVER ETC…

 
DR. MENGELE, HIMMLER, AND HITLER STARTED THE

LEBENSBORN PROGRAM TO TRY TO BACK ENGINEER THOSE

NEPHILIM GENES. HITLER ALWAYS HIGH AND PARANOID ON

COKE OR METH WHAT EVER HIS DRUG OF CHOICE WAS.

WANTED TO CREATE A LOYAL MIND CONTROL ARMY OF

RUTHLESS UNDEFEATABLE GIANT SOLDIERS DEVOTED TO

HIS SERVICE AND PROTECTION. IT IS SAID THAT THERE

WERE THRACIANS 8 FOOT TALL.

 
HE WANTED THAT.

I remember Dolly very well. I always thought if they could clone a

sheep, they can clone humans now. btw, I tried to give you a thumbs

up but couldn’t, the number didn’t go up, just wanted you to know.

I’ve been seeing this alot this past week and others have also talked

about it.

Scientists have been talking about cloning the woolly mammoth. But

just because youcan do it doesn’t necessarily mean you should. If

we have trouble keeping enough environment for elephants, why

would we want to clone mammoths who are even bigger?

The dolly story was just to gauge public reaction to cloning. They

have had cloning since WW2, if not before then.

Doesn’t anyone remember the large hubbub over “Dolly” the sheep;

supposedly the first animal clone? That was decades ago, and it has

been allowed to disappear from our consciousness since then.

Knowing the feverish pitch that technology moves on, this ghastly

process shouldn’t really surprise any of us.

Recall that Cray Supercomputers were cooled with an oxygen-

carrying polymer (oil/glycerin blend). Lab rats have been

demonstrated to inhale and survive when immersed in the fluid.
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The only difference between liquid and air, is of course,

viscosity/density and temp.

Remember the movie “The Abyss”? They always show us what

they’re doing in the movies to both desensitize us to the truth as well

as brag about it.

Babies breathe via the umbilical cord i guess, as they are likewise

suspended in birth waters, & breathe their first breath upon birth.

They have also noticed that babies in the womb do not scar as adults

do. If they could figure out why, what a boon it would be for surgery,

especially for those poor souls who have to undergo multiple

surgeries because each creates more scar tissue. I wonder if they have

experimented on clones in their fluid.

Humans, before they are born, inside their Mom, they are living in

fluid, it is called Amniotic Fluid, I could tell you more but you need to

research and look this up for yourselves , it’s better that way.

Sorry for the double post. This thread was acting screwy after 16

comments had been posted. The Three Letter Orgs might have been

diddling with it.

Why not investigate the power source before blowing it up?

 
There may be other labs, and entrances as well.

We don’t get told everything….maybe just 70%-75%. It has to be like

this. I wonder if the date is really as stated? It seems to me – it was

found much earlier perhaps…just saying could be wrong?

Yes, they are well supplied and there is more. Take what comes now,

take it all, what your going to find will astound any/everyone, take no

delays. ‘They” are collapsing.

Well supplied indeed. This is only one of the the possible thousands

of underground lab bases throughout the world. Military didn’t think

they existed??? That’s what a DUMB is!! Deep Underground Military
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Base.

What I got out of this was there are replacements ready for every

Deep Stater that the “white hats” take down. Which would enforce

reasoning to make this shit public. When executed that means the

clones need to die too-immediately. Pelosi Family arrested means

you don’t see them in public and their words have no meaning.

Newsom dead- no more conferences with him- no power. Same with

all the rest. Hilary, Bill, and every MB story. As it is now, with hidden

arrests and prosecution, everything remains the same like the arrests

never happened. Only a few believe and makes it almost impossible

to get others to wake up.

I’m sure they did and did not blow it up right away, so that they

could grab the goons running it….

The main thing to take away from this, Clones do exist, they are

grown in underground facilities , in places like the Ozarks. Did you

ever hear of a band called the Ozark Mountain Daredevils? It’s a

Southern Rock and Country Band , and they ‘re pretty GOOD TOO, I

might add, they produced some HITS as well. Maybe , just maybe

there is more to this Bands name then folks realize. Something to

think about.

They may have , but they are not going to tell you everything, at least

not yet. CLASSIFIED

I knew they were real. Years ago when the big news of DUMBS came

out I watched ever one of them.

My buddy’s mother makes $50 per hour working on the computer

(Personal Computer). She hasn’t had a job for a long, yet this month

she earned $11,500 by working just on her computer for 9 hours

every day.

Read this article for more details… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 hour ago by Delavic

http://www.payathome7.com/
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The Trump NFT brought in $4.4 Million for his campaign. That’s a

plus. I’m not sure but it’s my thought that Trump is testing the

waters to see whether Americans are able to successfully transfer

crypto as a currency. I don’t think it was a success as a trial. A lot of

people bought the NFTs but very few were able to open a wallet and

transfer the NFT into it. Most believe they own the NFT in their

email. Which they don’t.

First timers opening a wallet takes patience.. Many will be screwing

up ‘cos they are jumping some steps for this new safety system.

Follow the step carefully. Wait until GFS is ready . Not long now.

No, stupid, the NFT was a cover for what Trump brought out the next

day, or his attack on censorship. Get the morons to comment in the

MSM about something silly, then follow it up with what’s important

after the dunces have used massive ammo on the near joke.

Never underestimate Trump……Period!

 
Re Cards: For yourselves…think like an international business man.

If your $s can’t be accepted after End of Jan. what do you do in the

interim when you’re on a deadline and can’t wait?

NO , he used the msm as FREE ADVERTISEMENT to promote and

sell his NFTs, this is how they were all sold within 24 hours. The

msm never reported his statement

Not sure about that; I thought of it as a ‘magician’s trick’–“Look over

here while I do something over here”. He launched the NFT and the

same day made a MAJOR speech about protecting the 1st

amendment.

There may be other reasons to launch a new product, but I thought

first and foremost, it was about that speech. Which no one in the

MSM covered.
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Look deeper—he was ALSO giving us something clever as well. AND,

doing a few more clever things all at the same time. Listen to

yesterdays SG Anon & Johnson on Rumble. Seek and you shall find

;_)…. Also 44M fiat money was removed from the system know all

FIAT is be destroyed. ALL FIAT must be collected to stop the DS

doing business before we go to GFS.

That is right, DJT got his FRIENDS at the msm to provide FREE

ADVERTISING of his NFTs, they were all sold in less than 24 hours,

he made 4.5 MILLION DOLLARS, that is , his own personal

INCOME, not tied to his campaign. People thinking otherwise are

FOOLS.

Right. Let’s send money to a billionaire when we can’t afford food.

 
How about everyone here send ME a dollar. $1.50 total after stamp.

I’m not a billionaire. contact; stupidisasstupiddoes.timetraveler

That 4.5 MILLION DOLLARS is NOT campaign cash. That is DJT’s

personal income to do whatever he wants. Lots of people are thinking

that is part of the Trump campaign, NO , it is NOT, it is DJT’s

personal income.

It’s possible, we have to question everything and it’s also possible

that a ‘double’ was pushing the jabs, but, we don’t know anything for

sure so it’s important not to judge, time will tell.

so where was the original when his ” clone ” was murdering people?

sitting in the shadows like a coward? playing dress like up his other

coward buddy jfk jr?

It is easy to find fault.My question is what are you doing to help

humanity?Just saying.

From my best comprehension of the matter, had we waited to push

the jabs, it would have had clearance & data to ENFORCE everyone

taking it, instead of mandate ‘suggestions.’ Trump brought it out into
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the light before they were ready. 90% of people would have been

killed, & the rest enslaved.

There is some concern at the moment that the deep state have made

their own Trump clone. Perhaps the one spouting he’s all about

supporting the gays as his only message. The concern is real. The real

Trump would not have made such a singular message. He has been

all about saving the children from the groomers & pedophiles, not

“saving the gays.” That has never been his platform message.

There was, but they were developing “Dogman” beasts for the called

off Fake Space invasion, that wunce Hillary got into office, was going

to stage to terrorize the dumbed down populace…

I can smell a rat.Raytheon opened a facility at Farmington N.M. a

few years ago.Was wondering if tunnels connect them

I have never stated this in public before; but when Michael included

the part about the entrance to the cave being cloaked – it reminded

me of an entrance that was similarly hidden near Dulce. No one

would ever expect it to be there. We stumbled upon it while walking

360 acres of land where we were going to build a wellness center.

Long story short, but this is part and parcel to the current state of

technology used by the Deep State. Our White Hats military have to

be prepared to encounter this and more on missions.

I don’t know if aI ever met someone without a spirit. Do you? How

can we know?

Finally…there are likely hundreds (maybe thousands) of these

facilities. Arrests don’t serve much purpose if the apprehended

entities can simply be recreated.

You’ve got a point, which is why arrests now need to be made public.

However, clones don’t last very long, which is why they need to be

continually created. Once the facilities are destroyed the remaining

clones will soon fail.
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For RRN, how much of this is on official military news websites?

There’s undisclosed reasons why they won’t let this out to all the

masses to see it the same way.

I have seen estimates of 50000 active clones walking the earth now.

Apparently there are different qualities of clones. Some have a

limited “life” span and others can last a long time and are basically

human. You can bet Trump’s rallys are done by a masked actor or his

clone. They will not expose the real Trump to possible attack. You

can bet if Trump is arrested it will be his clone

I think it’s more without energy to discern. Figure the best way to

learn who is a clone is ask vampires. How much adrenochrome does

it take to keep a clone functioning?

They hid advanced technologies from us for centuries

 
Is this should blow our mind?

Time for The Military to adjust and pace the cadence or they will

never see the end of it.

MASS ARRESTS don,t give them any chance to come back.

I think you means MANPOWER

 
Gen. H. Berger explicitely telling he is lacking of it

Several thousands of National Guard was deputized US Marshall

 
I guess it was for a reason, not the one they told us

 
But for scattering large superficies, MANPOWER is needed

 
The Military has the Fire Power

There are persons lives around that area up to 25 miles to keep the

Lab running and made the reports. White hat should send one

battalion to dig deeper and find the energy sources that powered the

cave and all the tubes.

Go get schwab or chxmucky schumer. One of them know the details.
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So maybe Schwab was actually at the recent “state dinner” being

toasted by several named bureaucrats and a TV sitcom actress.

Wonder who else was cornered, post party.

So maybe Schwab was actually at the recent “state dinner” being

toasted by several named bureaucrats and a TV sitcom actress.

Wonder who else may have been cornered, post party.

I read that Schmuck Jewmer was taken to club gitmo, along with

Nadler, Shiff, P. Ryan, L.Gram and 15 other deep staters on 12-7-22

for tribunals and some of names I did not know, were bad guys….

I have seen anything from him on that. Steve Quayle has talked about

it and wrote books in the past.

““At this point, Gen. Berger still didn’t believe the story” That makes

two of us. And why blow it up? Why not bring in a TV crew and

broadcast this to the nation? That would end all of this secrecy once

and for all.

if its not patently obvious by now after 6/7 years the goyim wont be

told any real truths. apparently we arent mentally stable enough to

handle it.

Have you seen the clone of Nancy in the news today? She was

speaking on camera in the house about the wicked ndaa bill and

seemed sober as a judge…must be that a clone can’t handle liquor!

But the TV crews and media are owned by the 1% black hats…what

good would that do…?

Why don’t you try doing his job since you think he’s wrong. Get over

yourself and stop judging.

Gene Decode has been discussing the underground offensives against

DUMBs (that contain extraterrestrials) since 2020. Anyone

connected to these offensives should be privy to the advanced

technology they have by now.
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Well, Phil G. says there is no space, and SGAnon says similar. Sigh,

Flat Earthers, yah can’t out argue them because they’re annoying

nerd Gammas who keep coming back with Smart Boi retorts. Phil G.

even says the moon is not a globe…I mean what can you do with

such…intelligence??

So, youz guys that likes those two, you have to give up on your outer

space aliens.

But yeah, clones are possible, and it’s horrible, as they are creating

short-term damaged life.

I don’t think it was pride….this kind of thing is hard to believe!!! We

have seen stuff like this in the movies but never dreamed the demons

were doing it in real life!! I am in shock!!!

It’s real coincidental this article come out right after there’s a conflict

if clones exist. Now they need to define what a spiritless person is or

clone and get Trump tested for being real.

One major change The Military should do is

 
==> Made the arrestation be public knowledge

 
That way they won’t able to bring another clone without rising

suspicion that something isn’t right

 
==> Take over mainstream media and push the TRUTH

Or even better

 
==> Myanmar style takeover

If information about clone factories and lots and lots of proof is not

shown to the public, this won’t be believed. No one anymore buys the

idea that knowledge of arrests and proof of the Deep State plans,

proof of the cloning and robotoid technology, use of doubles, rubber

masks, etc., proof of the child trafficking and adrenochrome crimes

by celebrities and politicians, proof of underground tunnels, CGI and

holography will cause riots. Instead, people will be stunned and will
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most likely not be able to carry on with their daily activities at least

for a while. This would be the perfect time for White Hats to do

clean-up operations.

Can’t read Myanmar now, without hearing that song in my head that

the lady was practicing her moves to, as the tanks she was oblivious

to rolled by in the background!

Now we know just how evil these people are. We have to fight this or

our country is done for.

Especially since Pelosi’s double just gave away our beautiful

American flag to the enemy inside the Congressional Chamber on

live international TV. THAT IS TREASON. Even

NWO/WEF/Rpthschilian/globalists US Presidents like Bush 41,

Clinton, Bush 43 and Obama have never surrendered the American

flag to the enemy, either in wartime or peacetime. And all the DEEP

STATE TRAITORS were cheering it on while Zelensky just walked

out of the chamber with Old Glory.

 
Paedophilic incestor Joe Biden surrendered — SURRENDERED —

the symbol of our national sovereignty to an adversarial foreign

power, the leader of which is a paedophile/child sex trafficker

protector himself, and we are not even at war with the

Banderite/Azov/NNz bastards in Ukraine. Now the world will laugh

at us some more!!

 
THAT FLAG REPRESENTED THE BLOOD SPILLED BY MEN AND

WOMEN IN MANY WARS ALL OVER THE GLOVE, EVEN THE

CIVIL WAR, TO WIN THIS COUNTRY AND DEFEND THIS

COUNTRY. NOBODY ON EARTH CAN PUT A PRICE ON THAT.

Jesus Christ and his harvesting angels will return and permanently

seperate all his believers from these unbelievers. We believers will

live in his new heaven and his new earth without them for eternity.

 
REVELATION 3:10. ALSO THE END OF

 
2 ESDRA 2.
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I wonder if our military has a technology to distinguish a clone from

the original? How can we be sure that the Nancy Pelosi who was tried

and to be executed was not a clone? These are difficult troubling

questions.

These are the same questions I have. Is there not a technology to

detect light (soul energy) in an individual? They can make TSA

scanners but not a scanner for this. They can and they probably do,

no doubt. Man, we need to get our hands on that tech!

And all the sheep watching that crap fest were probably clap clap

clapping along with those monsters in Congress! What disgusted me

was he was acting humble while given a standing ovation!!

 
In other news…when are these 384+ traitors going to Chateau Gitmo

exactly? How’s that case coming that’s before SCOTUS? Gen. Smith,

you’re on deck for that one!! Otherwise Trump, this one is on you.

Someone questioned why Zelensky’s initial photo shows him wearing

his casual “fatigues”. It made him joked that maybe the white hats

stole his luggage.

We are at war against clones, AI, illusionists, reptiles, demons,

military and the government WE STILL PAY to keep us safe.

 
And you can’t tell the good guys from the bad.

With all due respect, General RE Lee was still on the right side of the

civil war as the godless bastard Lincoln invaded the south!

How did all that equipment get to the cave without signs of a visible

road of some sort?

Throughout Missouri and KS there are many huge caves mostly used

to mine salt. When they are no longer used for mining, they are used

for storage and companies. I have been in one of those caves and the

number of businesses/factories was amazing. It was like a small city.

There are other areas throughout the US that have underground

bunkers, for lack of another name. I can’t elaborate in this forum.
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The secret govt.and secret military have tunnels 1 mile down that

crisscross all over this country using high speed mag-lev trains that

travel at 1800 mph to all military bases and also have tunnels that

travel under the oceans. They use TBM’s and a fusion nuclear

tunneling device that can melt through the earth at 7 mph! Los

Alamos laboratories own the patent for the fusion TBM. They even

have a tunnel to Antarctica bases and the hollow earth! Watch “John

Lear tells all”, parts 1-4 on youtube. I learned all of this some 13 years

back…, interesting shit…!

We use to see a lot of helicopter activity in the area. We would

wonder why and would shrug it off as some military operations. I

find this hard to process. It explains why we see the monsters who

were hanged popping up everywhere!!!

Underground tunnels, use of holographic images to keep away prying

eyes? I think there is a lot that can be manufactured and transported

underground without raising any suspicion from us surface dwellers.

Ever been to the Ozarks? Its deep boonies. Hundreds of little

unpaved roads that just wind back into the hills and trees.

I have to wonder if this is the segway into the exposure of entities far

more advanced than us pulling the strings?

Ya think? I wonder how many personages of the past were cloned

which, if true, would turn our entire known history into a lie.

It is possible that the unknown entities have lived underground for

thousands of years. I have read of cities where they live. There are

tunnels underground that cross the globe like a giant spider web.

The only thing that lives deep in the earth (where hell keeps

expanding) are evil demons. Something is bringing them to the

surface! CERN?? SATANIST?? THE RESTRAINER?? Maybe a little

of each?
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There was always some story of body-snatchers or something,

regarding the queen never dying. I don’t know the details.

There was also a report that the queen’s guards who accompanied

the queen would be buried with her. I was like, WHAT?! That’s not

normal. I literally heard it on international TV, a Brit said this.

during the Queen’s funeral services. Probably a Freudian slip. It was

only a clip that someone put on social media but that is appalling!!

In the Catholic bible it has a book of wisdom the speaks of the

underground entities. Thats why these deepstaters are always casting

expursions on the catholics, the catholic bible and the catholic

church. Same as they cast expursion on trump because he to was a

threat.

The DS has been cloning since the 40’s. I’m surprised this surprises

any military general. I also thought that JFK sitting in the car in

Dallas at his assassination was a clone. I thought someone reported

Jackie stating, “that’s not my husband”, when she got in the car.

Well that would explain the photos of JFK as a very old man. Many

photos of him at various stages of his life were disclosed on

Telegram. It wouldn’t surprise me one bit if he also was “quietly

saved” and continued the work behind the scenes. I think I heard

that he passed away something like 2 yrs ago? He was past 100 I

think. Don’t quote me…

He was 104 and passed away earlier this year if memory serves me

right.

NO WAY IN HELL. 

 
JFK’s head was ripped apart with bullets from the front in Dallas in

front of the whole world on 11/22/63 from a triangulated crossfire

involved three times of shooters with at least 13 bullets being fired

from multiple directions to kill the man in front of his wife and the

whole world; 

 
1.   Jackie knew he was dead;
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2.   USSS agent Clint Hill knew he was dead; 

3.   USSS agents Greer and Kellerman knew he was dead; 

 
4.   the USSS agents who refused to move and protect JFK and Jackie

during the shooting knew he was dead;

 
5.   USSS agent Abraham Bolden knew he was dead;

 
6.   Johnson knew he was dead;

 
7.   Abraham Zapruder and his assistant knew he was dead;

 
8.   John Connally, previously LJB’s campaign manager in the 1948

Box 13 scandal, knew he was dead;

 
9.   LJB’s aide Cliff Carter knew he was dead; 

 
10. Texas A.G. Waggoner Carr knew he was dead;

 
11. Chief of homicide Will Fritz knew he was dead; 

 
12. Dallas D.A. Henry Wade knew he was dead;

 
13. Kennedy’s Press Secretary Malcolm Kilduff knew he was dead; 

 
14. Senator Ralph Yarborough heard the shots and saw

servicemember Gordon Arnold jump at the sound of the shots from

the killers behind him, and knew he was dead;

 
15. Dallas Police motorcycle outrider Bobby Hargis got sprayed

with JFK’s blood and brains — which also prove the shots that killed

him came from the front — and he knew he was dead;

 
16. the arrogant Dallas doctors who left a bullet in Connally’s thigh

and told the press they did so, knew he was dead;

 
17. J. Edgar Hoover, code-named “Bulldog,” knew he was dead;

 
18. The entire Kennedy family knew he was dead; 

 
19. The entire Oswald Family knew he was dead; 

 
20. Judyth Vary Baker, Oswald’s girlfriend, knew he was dead; 

 
21. Cardinal Cushing knew he was dead;

 
22. David Ferrie, one of the shooters on the knoll knew he was dead;

 
23. Malcolm Wallace, one of the shooters in the TSBD knew he was

dead and fled the scene on foot;

 
24. Roger Craig knew he was dead; 

 
25. Dr. Robert Livingston (no pun, real person) knew he was dead; 

 
26. The Black Watch Regiment knew he was dead; 

 
27. the Dallas doctors and nurses including Drs. Peters, Jenkins,
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Crenshaw and others who fought to save JFK’s life in Trauma Room

1 knew he was dead; 

 
28. The Dallas doctors who treated Oswald in Trauma Room 3 knew

he was dead; 

 
29. the international media (fake and non-fake) knew he was dead; 

 
30. The Dallas doctors including Dr. Shires, who fought to save

Oswald, knew he was dead; 

 
31. Switchboard operator Phyllis Bartlett, who defended Dr.

Crenshaw and his book about the fight to save JFK’s life when people

tried to discredit him, knew he was dead;

32. the deep state traitors including rogue USSS agents who stole

JFK’s corpse back to Washington and fought Dr. Earl Rose, in front

of Jackie and funeral director Aubrey Rike, from performing  an

autopsy according to Texas law knew he was dead;

 
33. Dr. Alton Ochsner, who ruined Judyth Vary Baker’s career after

she voiced objections to certain experiments, know he was dead;

 
34. Dr. Mary Sherman, who worked with Judyth in the lab, knew

he was dead; 

 
35. FBI agent James Hosty, who worked with the Dallas police

concerning Oswald when he was an informant, and later ordered not

to by Willam Sullivan, who was assistant director of the  foreign

counterintelligence squad, who also liaised with the National

Security Council consisting of POTUS, VPOTUS, SOS and SOD, knew

he was dead;

 
36. Hosty’s superior, Ken Howe, knew he was dead;

 
37. Howe told Hosty to see Agent Gordon Schenck, who knew he was

 dead, and note that Agent Schenck was the one who told Hosty

to destroy the unsigned note (Oswald’s note) telling him to

stop interrogating Marina when he was not there;

 
38. The Oswald’s friends, the Paines, knew he was dead;

 
39. Stripper Jada, who worked with Beverly Oliver, who met Oswald

before the killing, and who was later killed, knew he was dead;

 
40. Dallas police communications officer Billy Grammar who

received an urgent message from a man later asserted by Grammar
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referring to the Dallas police moving Oswald before his murder,

knew he was dead; 

 
41. White House staffer and WWII photographer Joe O’Donnell

knew he was dead,

 
42. O’Donnell’s friend Robert Knudsen, a Naval photographer

attached to the White House knew he was dead (the deep state

corrupted the JFK autopsy photos he took); 

 
43. Jack White, photographic researcher on the JFK assassination,

knew he was dead;

 
44. Gary Mack, photographic researcher-turned-traitor and now

dead, knew he was dead; 

 
45. Gordon Arnold, military servicemember, who filmed the

assassination unknowingly next to the killers on the knoll, before the

fake CIA deep state stole his film, knew he was dead;

 
46. CLPE print examiner Nathan Darby with 35 years’ service in the

US military and the Dallas Police Department who got a 34-point

match on Malcolm Wallace’s fingerprint from the TSBD, knew he

was dead. The Dallas Police department  still has that case on their

blotter;

 
47. Aubrey Rike from the O’Neal Funeral Home knew he was dead; 

 
48. the Navy doctors at Bethesda knew he was dead; 

 
49. Medical technician at Bethesda Paul O’Connor knew he was

dead; 

 
50. the Bethesda X-ray tech knew he was dead; 

 
51. USSS agents Siebert and O’Neill knew he was dead; 

 
52. the funeral home that embalmed his body knew he was dead; 

 
53. John Melvin Liggett, a highly skilled Texas embalmer, according

to his ex-wife, family members and co-worker Charles Smith, knew

he was dead (he was the one that altered the bullet wound on the

head so the body would lie to the doctors about who fired the shots

that killed JFK);

 
54. Researcher David Lifton knew he was dead; 

 
55. D.A. Jim Garrison knew he was dead;

 
56. Clay Shaw knew he was dead; 
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57. Billionaire Clint Murchison knew he was dead; 

58. Millionaire H.L. Hunt knew he was dead; 

 
59. Billy Sol Estes knew he was dead; 

 
60. Bobby Baker knew he was dead; 

 
61. Richard Nixon knew he was dead; 

 
62. Carlos Marcellos knew he was dead; 

 
63. Millionaire D.H. Byrd, founder of the Civil Air Patrol, knew he

was dead,

 
64. Guy Banister knew he was dead;

 
65. Eladio Delvalle knew he was dead; 

 
66. LBJ’s mistress and mother of LJB’s child Steven, Madeline

Duncan Brown, knew he was dead;

 
67. Seamstress May Newman, who worked for Virginia Murchison

1962 to 1997

 
68. Chauffeur Jules Pfeiffer, black man who was Virginia Murchison,

knew he was dead; 

 
69. Beulah Mae Holland, the cook for the Murchisons, who lived at

Jim and Libby’s house, knew he was dead;

 
70. Admiral George Burkley, Kennedy’s doctor, knew he was dead;

 
71. The Marine who handled the “football,” the valise containing the

nuclear codes, knew he was dead;

This is the very thing JFK was risking his life to oppose. He would

never have done such a profoundly deceitful and cowardly thing. It

is, however, a story the CIA or some secret sict types would put our

thee to mind muck with people. What bettt way to strip the WH of

hero thanto turna martyr into a”clone”. Only the black hats use

clones

Thats not true. NETANYAHU HAS MANY CLONES. THE ONE ON

JORDAN PETERSON LATELY WAS A CLONE

 
PULL UP ANY PRESIDENT ON GOOGLE THEN IT IMAGES ON

THE TOP LOOK THROUGH THEM YOU MAY BEGIN TO NOTICE

THE DIFFERENCES.
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JFK made many sharp remarks about ridding us of the deep state

secret societies. I’ve only recently heard a few of them.

I’m shocked that the military is shocked if they truly are surprised.

Two thoughts; movies have been showing this ability for decades

now as you mention the 40s. Secondly, most of us already know that

there are clones global. My question is why is this being posted as

fresh news. “Disinformation” perhaps.. especially if what they say is

true that Trump has it all..

Last edited 12 hours ago by Paula Porter

Remember in the 70’s live tv when reporters were trying to interview

ford when he was out jogging with his secret service and his clone fell

over and was still running his jogging program on while its laying on

its side. I remember in 1972 or 1973 on the michael douglas show

they had a 2 part series where he interviewed a clone. It only ended

up being a one part program the clone didnt return.

 
Dean Martin showcased the first CIA project Monarch mind

controlled programmed beta sex slave. He brought her out on a leash

and spun her alter for the audience. (She was in a sex kitten alter)

It was not Jack, but a killed off policeman that looked like her

husband, because Jack’s murderers: Bush and Johnson had put the

murdered JFK on a airplane to try to reassemble his head, but

botched up the autopsy, so they tossed his corpse and found a look a

like and had it for a burial copy…

I’ve done extensive research on this topic (wrote a book about it),

and never saw a SINGLE report of that quote from Jackie. Not one.

JFK is NOT alive–did NOT live past 11/22/63–though reports that

his son are alive seem to be pretty well founded.

Face it, without the outrage over JFK’s assassination, the plan to save

the world would not have been born in the first place. Trump would

not have been recruited to save the US. JFK’s assassination (yes, the
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real thing) kicked off the entire plan to save us all.

No, he did not survive Dealey Plaza, and NO, he was not cloned.

“Face it, without the outrage over JFK’s assassination, the plan to

save the world would not have been born in the first place. Trump

would not have been recruited to save the US. JFK’s assassination

(yes, the real thing) kicked off the entire plan to save us all.”

That sounds like something Juan O’Savin has said.

I have to wonder if this is the segway into the exposure of entities far

more advanced than us pulling the strings?

Ya think? They’ve been around for millennia… It’s about time people

find out who’s been controlling humanity this whole time.

There is so much evidence that entities of great ability are behind

developments involving humanity, that its undeniable. All you have

to do to confirm the source is read the Bible.

You can permanently repell them from you by standing fearlessly in

oppossition and revoking Jesus Christs name. That is the reason why

theyve gone so far with the deception trying to convince the powers

that be that they are extraterrestrials from other planets not demons

that are interdimensional. This is what Forrestal and Byrd were

murdered over. They realized what was going on and wanted to let

the public know that the military mistakenly invited the proverbial

vampire into the house so to speak by giving them permission to

experiment on citizens in exchange for military tech. God had

condemned Lucifer and his minions to dwell subterranean. Thanks

to the military complex they agreed to continue Lucifers Lebensborn

program to create a loyal topside army. I think that is what the Rh-

blood is all about. All ufos only abduct Rh- people. The Government

tracks them all of there life. I myself am Rh- on my moms side (A-)

but I am not evil, I want no part of it and have permanently repelled

them using Jesus. I dont think all Rh- are evil. Remember in
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Braveheart when that evil king would rape the brides on their

wedding nights? Im sure there are innocents who have had their

blood corrupted by these fallen angel bloodlines.

Watch on Youtube,”John Lear tells all”, parts 1-4 and you will learn

how the secret govt. keeps the 99%’s heads in the sand…..It’s all true,

but 4 levels outside of the box! Our 1% slave masters don’t want the

99% to know this…

“the general had a tough time believing such technology existed”

Seriously?! Come to think of it, I’m glad he stepped down!

This is just the tip of the iceberg of what these evil rats are capable of.

I hope they took photos of the clones in the pods before destroying

them because people need to see this when they have the EBS

otherwise they all think we’re making this up. I hope they find ALL

the clone factories and destroy every last one of them, including all

the mask manufacturing plants. NO MORE clones/body doubles!

Once they’re gone, the public needs to know! Movie OVER. Time to

move forward!

If the General had a hard time with cloning facilities then he has no

chance with the likes of Reptilians or other bad/evil exterrestials

living in planet earth.

They’re supposed to know way more than the civilians about what’s

REALLY going on. Area 51, Antarctica are just the tip of the iceberg!

Lots of weird s— happening on this planet.

Most high ranking officers know of the “beyond the little people’s

knowledge” technology, that is 75% beyond the currently known

civilian technologies. This is how the little people are controlled by

our govts..Before ET tech was known, governments relied on religion

control, to steer the little people….
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It’s been all over google images for many years looking at these

luminescent green containers of humans. many movies. They sure

like to fake people out whoever runs the world.

UNBELIEVABLE!!!!!! NO wonder they just keep coming…PROOF

they are cloneing themselves everywhere!!! New job for the military

now….go seek and destroy!!!!!

How many? and Where? Just in the USA, or worldwide? My guess

the latter. This whole process is getting bigger and bigger every day.

Good work Special Forces. You are all in our prayers.

Did you read the story? Berger had no idea about these labs, he

figured they were no more than science fiction. New locations means

more events they were unaware of.

Perhaps satellite technology can show some of the underground

areas. They certainly use it for archeology in Egypt now; saves a lot of

time. That’s one big desert.

I was born and raised in the Los Angeles area. I’m 73 y/o now. From

my experiences with Hollywood and the Tech industry I believe this.

I’ve worked as a contractor at a few studios and also done work in

many Hollywood elites homes. Technology speeds up. It never slows

down.

I doubt he saw clone vats as those are probably heavily

censored/hidden from public view but I wouldn’t be surprised if he

saw celebs that weren’t the real person.

Clones act weirdly, they malfunction, they’re “vacuous” (ie. nobody

home). I’m no expert mind you but I’ve seen a few videos of

malfunctioning clones, it’s creepy and downright obvious. And if you

live amongst them, I’m pretty sure your discernment skills are

sharpened.
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Weird people and vacuous people are pretty common. Doesn’t mean

that they’re clones.

so the previous leader of the movement to save humanity didnt think

clones existed? they not only exist but any person studying ”

conspiracy theories” knows they have had clones since the 50s and

possibly bf then. Why would you have someone so unknowledgeable

trying to save humanity. Whats next? he doesnt know the cia did 9/11

or that they control the weather 100 percent as well?

So it turns out the Truther community knows more than the

commander of the White Hats/Alliance. Now there’s a scary thought.

And these people are in charge of draining the swamp? I sure hope

the new guy is more in the know!

you took the words right out of my mouth. pathetic on their part and

tbh makes all this seem even les believable. no one in that position

could be that stupid of the actual truth.

Dr. MENGELE SUCCESSFULLY CLONED RABBITS IN 1938. THE

EGYPTIANS DID IT BEFORE THEN. THE BOOK OF THE DEAD

WROTE OF IT. REMEMBER DEPICTIONS OF ORGAN

HARVESTING OR SHOVING THE THING UP THE NOSE TO

SUPPOSEDLY DIG OUT THE BRAIN FOR EMBALMING?

ALLEDGEDLY I THINK THEY WERE HARVESTING THE PINEAL

GLAND FOR ADRENOCHROME HARVESTING

 
I BELIEVE THE GREEKS AMBROSIA AND THE INDIA INDIANS

SOMA WAS ACTUALLY ADRENOCHROME.

 
DO YOU NOTICE THE INDIAN GODDESS WITH MANY ARMS?

THATS BECAUSE THE ANGEL SHAPESHIFTERS HAD 6 WINGS.

IN EZEKIAL 1, HE DESCRIBES THE ANGELS HAVING ONE SIDE

OF THEIR HEADS LIKE A BULL, (MINATAUR/BAAL) ONE LIKE A

LION (THE SPHINX) , ONE LIKE A MAN, ONE LIKE AN EAGLE

(OSIRIS)

 
I THINK HE WAS TRYING TO CONVEY THE CONCEPT OF

SHAPESHIFTING. THE BIBLE SPEAKS OF THE LION MEN OF
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MOAB.

HERODOTUS SPOKE OF THE DOG HEADED MEN OF LIBYA

(DOGMAN ENCOUNTERS–VIC CUNDIFF. IN ISAIAH 17 IT

SPEAKS OF THE HARRY WILD ONES. THE HEBREW WORD

THAT IS TRANLATED IS TANNIYN MEANING LITERALLY

FALLEN ANGEL HYBRID OFFSPRING THAT ARE BROUGHT

THROUGH THE FIRE SO TO SPEAK WITHIN MAGICK CIRCLES

DURING RITUALS THAT MATE WITH HUMANS DURING

RITUALS. THIS IS THE REASON THAT THE TALMUD DECLARES

IT KOSHER FOR RABBIS TO HAVE SEX WITH DEMONS,

ANIMALS, CHILDREN, HOMOSEXUALS ETC… THE GOD OF THE

JEWS IS LUCIFER NOT OURS

These scumbags always tell us what they are doing. The latest

example? Living With Yourself starring Paul Rudd. Then there’s

HBO’s Westworld (an insane rabbit hole). And American Horror

Story did an entire season (Apocalypse) showing pretty much

everything the cabal does except the human trafficking. One episode

(#8) featured the cloning center.

Let’s not kid ourselves. They’ve been perfecting and doing this for

decades.

Truth in movies / scifi, lies in the news. Same for decades and

millenia. Its just that we are learning about it now. Nice

Christmas/Saturnalia gift

“Even if that sickening place wasn’t staffed round the clock, someone

was checking on the clones.”

Seriously…. no staff in such a facility!!!!!!!

“he considered them science fiction” – Gen. Berger seems to be

pretty close minded! Maybe it is better, he no longer in lead…
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Wow! The sheeple will never believe this unless they are shown

videos and even then that might be a stretch. God help us and the

white hats. We’ve got to start killing every one of these evil beings if

we’re to survive.

Last edited 12 hours ago by AuntiDi

There are more of these sites. Get rid of the clones of personalities

already executed or arrested. I believe impersonating a politician is a

crime and if it isn’t it should be. They (clones/doubles) are giving

away our country and you know they are not who they say they are.

Tell that to the clone who gave away our magnificent American flag

to the Ukrainian paedophile protector last night in the House. I

HATE IT WHEN AMERICA IS BETRAYED!!!

Exactly. IF these people are dead, TELL THE WORLD! Get the

imposters out and de-mask them on live TV.

 
Why are they hiding these tribunals? They only allowed to tell one

person exclusively? Let the imposters destroy everything? Holy crap

did you see all the idiots drooling over the PEDO-GAY-THEIF-

MONEY LAUNDERER_

 
The entire congress needs to go.

WoW Holee Bullshiite Batman!

Cartoons have just become reality. They tell you the truth in movies

and lies in the news

White Hats want us Civilians to Wake Up. Sounds like the White

Hats need to wake up. Under Disney they are making Clones also. I

do thank the White Hats and Special Operations for Saving the

Children and Others that are being Trafficked. Believe you me when I

found out if I didn’t have a bad back I’d be trying to find someway to

help.
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There is a HUGE DUMB 9 miles from my house, just outside of

Lebanon, Missouri. The guy who owns the place had a mansion built

on the property and renamed the neighborhood Evergreen. He’s a

wacko. You can find the coordinates online if you search for a list of

US DUMBS. We had an earthquake here last year. I am hoping they

destroyed it.

if you had an earthquake there, then it was probably the whitehats

blowing up the DUMB.

Reading comprehension is important. He steps down effective 1

January, as stated in the articles.

I was hoping that they would take 1 or 2 for evidence. By the way I

would have like to have an Ellie May Clampett clone if available .lol

Technology speeds up but for nasal it goes backwards, landed on the

moon 6 times 50 years ago but now they can’t do it.

 
Every time a bell rings a politician gets a kickback. Merry Christmas

fellow slaves.

we never landed on the moon, we can only go a 1000 miles above the

earth manned, because of the radioactive Van Allan belt.

Why not investigate the power source before blowing it up?

 
There may be other entrances as well.

I’m sure that they wired it for eventual demolition, but are keeping it

open to catch the administrators running it and after caught and

waterboarded to extract more info, it will eventually be collapsed…

maybe. They release this info for a “feel good” to the little people,

though…

Reads like science fiction.

 
Cannot imagine that a place like that would be unstaffed.

 
Makes no sense. We need a follow-up report, more details.
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Oh my goodness!! I am like General Berger…how did this become a

reality. I lived in the Ozarks for twenty years before moving to Texas

2 years ago. I would never have suspected something like this going

on and neither would anyone I knew. What kind of monsters are we

dealing with? Do these clones have feelings? Do they just react to a

remote censor? How many other places are cooking up Nancy Pelosi

and Joe Biden, etc etc!! These demons are playing God and we know

there are flaws because God is the only one who can make a human

being. This is actually very scary. We need to pray all these labs are

found and destroyed. Who are the mad scientists doing this

abomination!! I am in shock!! God help us!!

Research “Donald Marshall” back from about 10-12 years ago. And

VRIL drones along with R.E.M. clones where they can project the

consciousness into the clone when the sentient human original is in

R.E.M. frequency sleep.

don’t feel bad, majority of the people that live in Detroit don’t even

know about the salt mine below it that has been the source of our

rusting cars for decades !

On Facebook and Telegram there are videos that show these clones

with computer motherboards in their heads. I KID YOU NOT. Unless

you open the heads, you would never know they were not human.

EYES MOVING, LIPS MOVING AND EVERYTHING. They even

have one of President Trump, whom they want to make look bad by

making him a deep state traitor.

I believe you!! It’s still hard to visualize. Everyone talks about how

Joe Biden walks funny…is he a clone or a doppelgänger?? I am

shocked by all of this. Even though Gen Berger was skeptical, he still

checked it out!! I can imagine how he is feeling right now. At least

they have a ton of evidence!!
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Právě teď jsem tak zatraceně naštvaný na toho pedofilního,

Rothschiliana, LGBTQ podporujícího WEF švábského vraha, který se

dopouští nejvyšší zrady a rozdává nejen naše peníze, které

potřebujeme k životu, ale i naši milovanou vlajku svému kolegovi

LGBTQ drag queen, pedofilnímu ochránci Zelenskému. , Jsem

připraven vytřít podlahu v domě s tímhle parchantem!! 

 
NIKDY NEVZDÁVÁME VLAJKU ŽÁDNÉ ZEMÍ, ZA VÁLKY ANI

DOBY MÍRU, AŤ JSME S NIMI VE VÁLCE, ČI NE!! I KDYŽ

UDĚLÁME PŘÍMĚŘI NEBO PŘÍMĚŘI, NIKDY, NIKDY SE

NEVZDÁVÁME NAŠI SLÁVNOU VLAJKU SPOJENÝCH STÁTŮ

AMERICKÝCH!! NIKDY!!

Naposledy upravila Xena před 3 hodinami

 

 


